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enclosing w/o blocking out it’s still transparent

        sunlight on dragonfly
        wing

         moves me to wirework
    begun inside          working inside

            working on  
                surfaces
         of shells
 inside then
    when this comes to 

        a point I go on up

                     then it comes

                comes out
    surfaces & 

 
        goes in again

 comes out 

     again                around 
                   continuous chain
           mail jelly
                                  fish drip sun

                                 light on— 
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this morning I woke up w/ a quick laugh like the sun

      my very very clean

   hands, my nails         bitten
  

     in orderly fashion—

  white moon at base
      of the nail
 lunula?

                             I’m closely
        aligned to laughter &

        at three removes
       from the moon                                  sun

   simply is a close
               up star   
        
       shows up dust 
      in corners, dust
     simply is close 
up skin          I’m at 
   

     a hundred removes from
  dust & fully aligned
  
                             to skin
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I would not think to touch the sky w/ two arms—

     every accuracy 
         has to be invented. honey

       bees invent each 
          individual hex 
           precisely          easy & suggestive 

            from the window 
                                          of my hiding
place the sky bares 

      its impudent 
                       body egging me on
 

              honey bee drinking 
                                            from flowers 
                           drinking 
                                  the sky. this

                  gives me expectations 

               —neither for me 
honey nor the honey bee
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is short, inadequate &, except for a word, totally redundant

the Painter 
   is inhuman  is in love
    w/ geometry

 geometry does
not              matter  

     satisfaction
    matters               pandas

 matter  & also Bonnaroo
      or else
        the light
     down 
      a bare back    

              tough
    I think you know
   now
          which word is enough
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like children we are always gazing out of windows!

    Mary’s new sun
      dress 
              threading through to make
                 of it, yellow

    & susceptible:   the woman w/

 improbable hair
       from the spray

       of foam emerges  to bless

    significance of digging
   your fin

     gers! Mary Tan
     through mud 
   pret
    ending it makes
  no difference
 

   mud of com
        promise to be stared
 
    at not touched 
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to enter a life not mine, to leap a wide, deep, swift river

she tells me all
    sorts of
      things she really

   shouldn’t      kind of
        person what will

       profess lemon-peel

                   very much she

the stranger next to me              me visit
     or beside

      my dear I 
       write to say I am so

    so content a glass
                      of water                         a summer day

    my dear we
          are an endless

    summer & an unempty
     able glass
       
      she says 
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beauty always promises, but never gives anything

Bee Wing & John are 

    in like & it’s a stair
          well in
    fat    uation 
        John: 

    look I found 

  ixora, flower of giving 
  itself & still very  
 
              much self 

                    Bee Wing: steal
   away under 

               the table grand
           fathers play 
 chess around, see

         their knees 
              & know
      giving, see their
  feet & know  very much
         self. stair
   
wells are angular your
  eyes are                  round
             & mid
 
  
                                    night blue table 
           w/ stark square
 of chess? is both 
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the rind is rich in tannin & used as an astringent

 she wipes a rusty bike
  clean
   w/ starfruit juice

don’t for love of             fruit make

   symbols of things
 

     pomelo between 
palms anti
       cipation rises

        tell us (he says) when                        
  

       my head gets  
    just ripe

  purple down her
             blouse
         stain

—what leaf or style or flower
 or root wrote your name?
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noises only reach me after crossing this silence

     advise how
   to break
 up w/ your

                    self I’m looking       to remain to
     hangout

please, eating pineapple

  & if being
           joyous secret 
     singular         is all it is

                       then may

      peacock be more
     probable    than (but still

            delicious)
          pineapple

—this is normal 


